The Benes network has been used as a rearrangeable network for over 40 years, yet the uniform N (2 log N − 1) control complexity of the N ×N Benes is not optimal for many permutations. In this paper, we present a novel O(log N ) depth rearrangeable network called KR-Benes that is permutation-specific control-optimal. The KR-Benes routes every permutation with the minimal control complexity specific to that permutation and its worst-case complexity for arbitrary permutations is bounded by the Benes; thus it replaces the Benes when considering control complexity/latency. We design the KR-Benes by first constructing a restricted 2 log K + 2 depth rearrangeable network called K-Benes for routing K-bounded permutations with control 2N log K, 0 ≤ K ≤ N/4. We then show that the N × N Benes network itself (with one additional stage) contains every K-Benes network as a subgraph and use this property to construct the KR-Benes network. With regard to the control-optimality of the KR-Benes, we show that any optimal network for rearrangeably routing K-bounded permutations must have depth 2 log K + 2, and therefore the K-Benes (and hence the KR-Benes) is optimal.
network with O(log 3 N ) depth and O(N log 3 N ) switching elements. This is improved to O(N log 2 N ) switching elements in [16] and O(log 2 N ) depth in [17] . Unlike the Benes which is composed only of simple 2 × 2 switching elements these networks have a factor of O(log N ) more depth and switching elements and require sequential binary adders and comparators [15, 16] and hyperconcentrators [17] which can merge large sequences in parallel using high fan-in logic gates. [18] describes self-routing permutation networks based on De-Bruijn Graphs.
Several results on parallel control of the Benes have also been derived. Nassimi and Sahni [7] describe an O(log 2 N ) algorithm using O(N ) processors. In [19] , Lee and Zheng describe a fast parallel routing algorithm for Benes based networks called Benes group connectors with K active inputs in O(log 2 K + log N ) time on a completely connected computer or the EREW PRAM model with N processors . In [9] , Yang et al. prove that an N × N Benes can route crosstalk free permutations (i.e no switching elements has more than one active input at a given time) in two passes.
Their control algorithm requires splitting the original permutation into non-blocking crosstalk free permutations and can potentially be parallelized. However the control complexity of the Benes for each permutation is still O(N log N ).
In an attempt to reduce the control complexity of the Benes, Feng and Seo [20, 21] proposed a new routing algorithm called inside-out routing. They adopted a new approach to routing by starting from the center stages and moving outwards. The control complexity of the Benes network using this algorithm is claimed to be O(N ). However, Kim, Yoon, and Maeng [22] have refuted the claim made in [21] . They show that the inside-out routing algorithm requires backtracking due to input-output assignment conflicts and its complexity is no longer O(N ). They also show that even with backtracking, the modified inside-out routing algorithm may not be able to find conflict-free assignments for all permutations. Thus to the best of our knowledge, there are no existing O(log N ) depth networks using 2 × 2 switching elements in the literature (such as the Benes) that improve its control complexity.
Our results in this paper are motivated by the fact that the hardware and control complexity of the Benes is uniform 3 for routing all permutations. For example, both identity as well as inverse permutations are routed in a similar manner through the Benes, though they are very different in structure. Thus our objective is to design a permutation-specific control-optimal O(log N ) depth rearrangeable network i.e one that optimally routes every permutation with minimal control complexity specific to that permutation. We show in this paper that such a network can be designed simply by considering bounded permutations. We describe the rearrangeable KR-Benes network whose control complexity is superior to the Benes on average and whose worst case control complexity is bounded by the uniform N (2 log N − 1)
control complexity of the Benes. We design the KR-Benes by first constructing a restricted network called K-Benes for rearrangeably routing K-bounded permutations, which are defined as permutations satisfying |π(i)−i| ≤ k, for all inputs i, with K the smallest power of 2 integer ≥ k. We show that any rearrangeable network for routing K-bounded permutations must have depth at least 2 log K + 2, 0 ≤ K < N/2 (depth at least 2 log K + 1 for K = N/2, N ). The K-Benes satisfies these constraints and is therefore optimal.
We show that every K-Benes is contained as a subgraph in an N × N Benes network with one additional stage.
(Not all rearrangeable networks for K-bounded permutations have this subgraph property, as we discuss in Section 3). Based on this, we use K-Benes networks as building blocks in constructing the permutation-specific controloptimal KR-Benes 3 . In one implementation, the KR-Benes contains 3 log N −3 stages (of which only min(2 log K + 2, 2 log N − 1) stages are used for routing a given permutation). Alternate implementations of the KR-Benes with 2 log N columns of switching elements using multiplexors can also be derived. The control algorithm for the KRBenes is a simple modification of the Benes looping algorithm and its complexity is 2N log K which is bounded by the N (2 log N − 1) complexity of the Benes.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains brief terminology and background on rearrangeable networks.
In Section 3 we describe the K-Benes architecture and control algorithm for routing K-bounded permutations. Section 4 discuses lower bounds on the depth and control complexity of a K-bounded rearrangeable network and the optimality of the K-Benes. Section 5 describes the KR-Benes and Section 6 concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND
An N × N switching network denotes a network for interconnecting N inputs and N outputs. A switching network capable of handling all possible permutations on N is called a permutation network. Permutation requests from traffic inputs arise in many cases, for example in circuit switched networks for telecommunications, combined inputoutput queueing based packet switches and routers, and cross-talk free optical networks. A permutation network is rearrangeable if for any permutation π, we can construct edge-disjoint paths in the network linking the i th input to the π(i) th output for 0 ≤ i ≤ N −1. The Benes network is an example of a rearrangeable network.
There are several ways to describe the architecture of the Benes. We describe it in terms of Butterfly and Inverse Butterfly networks. An N ×N Butterfly [2] consists of log N columns (or stages) of 2×2 switching elements arranged in the recursive structure shown in Figure 1 . An Inverse Butterfly network is the mirror image of a Butterfly. An N × N Benes network consists of an N × N Butterfly followed by an Inverse Butterfly. Thus the Benes contains 2 log N stages of switching elements. However the last stage of the Butterfly network can be merged with the first stage of the Inverse Butterfly to decrease the total number of stages to 2 log N −1. Figure 2 illustrates an 8 × 8 Benes.
Note that the recursive structure of the Butterfly and Inverse Butterfly networks automatically leads to a recursive decomposition of the Benes network. An N × N Benes can be viewed as consisting of two outer stages of switching elements connected to top and bottom
Benes subnetworks. This is very useful in deriving the looping algorithm [2] for routing permutations in the network. Figure 2 also shows an example of the looping algorithm. It begins by setting a switching element in the outer left stage such that companion inputs are directed to top and bottom subnetworks. The destination switching elements in the outer right stage must automatically be set to receive these inputs from the correct subnetworks. By alternately setting switches in the outer stages, the entire permutation can be divided into two smaller permutations to be realized at each Benes subnetwork. The looping algorithm sequentially examines the inputs in each stage and hence the control complexity of the Benes is O(N log N ). The parallel version of the looping algorithm has complexity O(log 2 N ) using
A K-bounded permutation π is one which satisfies the condition:
Given a K-bounded permutation, we consider two problems:
• What is the optimal depth rearrangeable network that can route K-bounded inputs to outputs (assuming only 2 × 2 switching elements)? It seems evident that the optimal network will have depth O(log K), but the exact constants need to be determined since this will affect control complexity.
• Can this optimal but restricted rearrangeable network be designed so as to be an efficient building block for a network that control-optimally routes every permutation? A trivial (but non-efficient) solution is to have log N parallel copies of the network of problem 1 for K = 0, 2, 4, 8, . . ..
We now describe our rearrangeable network for K-bounded permutations, the N -input K-Benes. In the next section, we show that it is optimal.
Consider any K-bounded permutation π. Divide the set of N input and output lines numbered from 0, 1 . . . , N −1,
into N/K bands of K contiguous inputs and outputs each. Each such set of input lines is labeled I i , where
Similarly, O i refers to the i th output band. Note that the input and output bands refer to the same set of numbers. Also in our notation, when we refer to input i, we are referring to the packet (or connection) on input line i, which may be destined to any output. Thus for the given permutation π, inputs in I i are destined only to the same or adjacent output bands, i.e., π(j) elements, numbered left to right from 0 through log K −1.
The band-exchange stage of the K-Benes consists of two successive columns of switching elements together labeled as BE(N, K). Each column of a BE(N, K) implements a shuffle-exchange interconnection. The first 'even' bandexchange column implements a shuffle-exchange between the outputs of matching network pairs
The second 'odd' band-exchange column implements shuffle-exchange interconnections between the outputs of match- Finally, the third logical stage of the K-Benes consists of N/K routing networks R i stacked over each other, where
The K-Benes network has the following property:
Property 1: The first log K + 1 together with the last log K stages of a regular N × N Benes are isomorphic to a K-Benes without the 'odd' band-exchange column in the BE(N, K) network. 7 An N × N Benes consists of an N × N Butterfly followed by an N × N Inverse Butterfly. The property follows from the fact that the first log K + 1 columns of an N × N Butterfly can be made equivalent to stacked K × K inverse butterflies followed by the even band-exchange column of BE(N, K) by relabeling the switching elements in each succeeding column p using an
(Please refer to [2] for details). Likewise the last log K columns of an N × N Benes can be made equivalent to stacked K × K Butterflies. We will now show that the K-Benes is rearrangeable for K-bounded permutations. The main intuition behind our network design is as follows: Suppose we apply the N -input Benes control looping algorithm to set the switches in the Matching and Routing networks of the K-Benes. By property 1, the K-Benes is an isomorphic subgraph of the Benes and we can obtain the switch settings of the matching and routing networks via the isomorphism. Now consider an arbitrary input α ∈ I i such that π(α) = β, where π is a K-bounded permutation. Suppose α appears at output line j of M i after following the above switch settings at each stage, 0 ≤ j ≤ K − 1. If α is a migrating up (down) input, then following the switch settings from the j th input line of R i−1 (R i+1 ) will lead to output β. Similarly, if α is a non-migrating input, then following the switch settings from the j th input line of R i will lead to output β. (We will prove these two statements shortly). In order to prove the rearrangeability of the K-Benes, all we have to do is show that a migrating up (down) input α at output line j of M i is matched by a migrating down
If this is case, we can set the j th switches of the corresponding BE(N, K) networks to the 'cross' state thereby exchanging each migrating input with its 'matched' counterpart. At this point all migrating inputs are in the correct bands, at the exact positions they would be in if they had started out in that band and can be routed to their destinations by simply following the switch settings of the routing network.
Consider an N -input K-Benes network where the switching elements (SEs) in the M i and R i networks are set using the N -input looping algorithm. α ∈ I i , β, π and j are as defined above. Let b 0 b 1 . . . b log K−1 denote the routing path 8 of α, from left to right through the log K stages of M i , where
e via the upper (0) or lower (1) output link of its SE in stage m). The following lemma formally proves the above statements.
Lemma 1:
If α is a migrating up (down) input that appears at output j of M i , then following the switch settings from the j th input line of R i−1 (R i+1 ) will lead to output β. if α is a non-migrating input, then following the switch settings from the j th input line of R i will lead to output β.
Proof: Since M i is an inverse butterfly network, we have b 0 b 1 . . . b log K−1 = j, by definition of the unique path property of the inverse butterfly [6] . Without loss of generality, assume α is a down migrating input. By property 1, the SEs set by the looping algorithm that lead to output β are in R i+1 . Letĵ be the input of R i that leads to output β.
We now use the fact that the looping algorithm sets switching elements symmetrically, i.e. if an SE for α is set to 0
(1) in stage m of M i , it will be set to 0 (1) in stage log K −m of R i+1 . Therefore the established routing path from β toĵ is identical to the path from α to j. R i is a butterfly network, however looking at R i from the output side to the input side, it is an inverse butterfly. Therefore, by the routing property of inverse butterfly networksĵ = j. A similar argument holds true when α is an up migrating or non-migrating input.
We formally define the concept of matching inputs below.
Definition 1:
Matching Inputs: Inputs a ∈ I i,D and b ∈ I i+1,U are said to be matching if they have the same routing paths (i.e they follow the same sequence of top and bottom SE links) in their respective matching networks.
Matching is similarly defined for inputs in I i,U and
Thus matching input pairs (if they exist), will be routed to the same output line of their respective matching networks.
To prove that every migrating input has a matching pair, we use the following lemma. 
Proof: Please see Appendix. This leads us to the main result in this section.
Theorem 2:
The proposed K-Benes network is rearrangeable.
We summarize the steps in the K-Benes permutation routing algorithm below.
• Route the inputs in each matching network of the K-Benes using the control settings obtained by executing the N -input looping algorithm.
• Exchange each migrating input in I i,U and I i,D with a matching input in I i−1,D and I i+1,U , respectively.
• Route inputs over each routing network using the control settings obtained previously by the looping algorithm.
Both the K-Benes network architecture and the control algorithm are straightforward. The only 'hard' part of the process lies in recognizing that K-bounded permutations can be routed by dividing the inputs into bands and noting that migrating inputs can be matched in adjacent bands when using the Benes control algorithm. 
IV. OPTIMALITY OF THE K-BENES NETWORK
The depth of a switching network is the number of columns or stages of switching elements. We will show in this section that any rearrangeable network for K-bounded permutations must have a depth at least 2 log K + 2 and therefore the K-Benes is optimal (For simplicity, we will assume K ≤ N/4 in our discussions since the K-Benes reduces to the Benes for K = N/2 and K = N ). Also note that we only consider rearrangeable networks based on
1) π 1 : π 1 (j) = j+K, ∀j ∈ I i , where i is even. Since π is K-bounded this implies that all inputs in adjacent bands (starting from the I 0 , I 1 pair) are destined to each other.
2) π 2 : π 2 (j) = j −K, ∀j ∈ I i , where i is even, i = {0, (N/K) − 1}.
for a given input band I i . Thus π 3 is an arbitrary permutation within a given band.
Define an even band-exchange network as a set of switches for interchanging inputs j and j + K for all such inputs in even band pairs (I 0 , I 1 ), (I 2 , I 3 ), . . .. Likewise define an odd band-exchange network for inputs in band pairs (I 1 , I 2 ), (I 3 , I 4 ), . . .. Henceforth we will use the term 'BE switch' to refer to a single switching element that implements an exchange between adjacent bands. Note that the above definition does not restrict all BE switches to be together in the same column (they could be dispersed through the rest of the network). However, when all the BE switches are together, these networks are identical to the columns of the BE(N, K) network defined in the last section.
An even band-exchange network can implement π 1 while an odd band-exchange network can implement π 2 . π 3 can be implemented optimally by a K × K Benes network. Moreover, none of these three subnetworks can implement any of the other two subpermutations.
Lemma 3: Any rearrangeable network for K-bounded permutations must contain an even band-exchange stage, an odd band-exchange stage and a K × K Benes network as subgraphs.
, may contain one or more of the three permutations above as subpermutations. Therefore any rearrangeable network must contain an even band-exchange stage, an odd bandexchange stage and a K × K Benes network as subgraphs.
Lemma 4:
The optimal rearrangeable network for K-bounded permutations has exactly two band-exchange networks as a subgraph.
Proof: By symmetry, the optimal network must have the same number of even and odd band-exchange stages.
From lemma 3, a total of two band-exchange stages is necessary. Four such stages would increase the minimum depth of the optimal network to 2 log K + 3 stages which is more than the K-Benes, a contradiction. Therefore the optimal rearrangeable network contains exactly two band-exchange networks as a subgraph.
Lemma 4 implies that the position of the BE switches within the optimal rearangeable network is critical, since there can be only one band-exchange network of either type. Again note that the lemma does not restrict the optimal network to having the BE switches for all N/K bands together at the same depth (i.e equivalent to a BE(N ,K)). It merely states that there can be no more than two total band-exchange connections for each band (equivalently, exactly two BE switches at a given line number j, one for exchanging with either adjacent band). However, as we show below, BE switches (for any of the N/K bands) cannot all appear 'too early' in terms of their depth in the optimal network.
Lemma 5:
The optimal rearrangeable network contains at least one BE switch after log K stages, i.e stage log K+1 11 onwards.
Proof: We prove this statement by contradiction. Assume the last BE switch for inputs in bands I i and I i+1 occurs at depth log K (i.e after log K − 1 stages) or earlier. Note that we are considering rearrangeable networks consisting only of 2 × 2 switching elements. Any multistage interconnection network (MIN) composed of 2 × 2 switching elements can be viewed as a union of complete binary trees, with switching elements as nodes. Consider a down migrating input at input line a ∈ I i (i.e π(a) ∈ O i+1 ). From the standard properties of binary trees, input line a in such a network can reach at most K/2 output lines over log K −1 stages. Let OX i be this reachable set for input line a. Without loss of generality (WLOG), consider the identical set of lines OX i+1 in the next band I i+1 . Using the BE switch under consideration, the input on line a can only be exchanged with one of the K/2 inputs in I i+1 that can reach set OX i+1 . If none of these inputs are up migrating inputs, then this particular exchanged input can never be sent back into its destination band O i+1 as there are no BE switches after stage log K. Hence this input line will never be routed to its destination which contradicts the claim that the network is rearrangeable. Therefore the assumption must be incorrect, which proves the statement of the lemma.
Lemma 6:
The optimal rearrangeable network contains at least one BE switch after log K + 1 stages, i.e stage log K +2 onwards.
Proof: The discussion in lemma 5 referred to bands I i and I i+1 . It independently applies to bands I i and I i−1 whose last BE switch(es) cannot be in the same stage as the BE switch(es) for bands I i and I i+1 . They must be at least one stage later and hence the lemma. WLOG using lemma 6, let there be a BE switch in stage log K +2 of the optimal rearrangeable network.
Lemma 7:
The optimal rearrangeable network contains at least log K stages after stage log K +2.
Proof:
Consider bands I i and I i+1 . Figure 7 illustrates a possible routing situation after log K − 1 stages in the optimal rearrangeable network. In the figure, a is the solitary down migrating input in I i with b the solitary up migrating input in I i+1 . WLOG, the set of output lines reachable from input line a are the first K/2 lines of O i (they could be any set of K/2 lines but we can assume they are the first K/2 lines for simplicity, without affecting the β ∈ Y a be the input that can be exchanged with b in this stage. We will show later that stage log K is the earliest stage in which a and α (b and β, resp.) can be exchanged.
Now note that if a and α are exchanged in stage log K, the earliest instance α can be exchanged again is stage log K +3. Let a and α be exchanged by BE switch j. First, we can assume that the SE in position j of stage log K +1 is a band-exchange switch for bands I i and I i−1 (by symmetry). Next, by lemma 4, the optimal network cannot contain another BE switch in position j. Therefore α must move to some other position before being input to another BE switch, which requires at least one stage. Therefore α cannot be exchanged with any other input from I i+1 before stage log K +3.
Now we have four possibilities:
1) Only a and α are exchanged in stage log K.
2) Only b and β are exchanged in stage log K.
3) Both pairs are exchanged in stage log K.
4) None of the pairs are exchanged in stage log K.
If case 4 is true, assume WLOG that a and b are exchanged with each other. This can be done only in stage log K+1 or stage log K + 2 (for the symmetric case of a and b in bands I i and I i−1 ). This is because a and b are present in complementary sets of output lines at the input to stage log K (as shown in Figure 7 ) and one more stage is required for them to match up (two more stages for the symmetric case). Once a and b are exchanged (effectively in stage log K + 2), they are in the same relative position within their bands. In log K − 1 stages after this point, a and b
can reach a maximum of K/2 output lines. If a is destined to one set of K/2 output lines and b is destined to the complementary set of K/2 lines, then they cannot both be routed to their destinations using only log K − 1 stages.
In this case, either log K more stages are necessary (which proves the lemma) or the optimal rearrangeable network (algorithm) can choose to exchange a with α first (case 1), so that a is now closer to its destination. However, now α is in the wrong band and must be exchanged with b or with β (case 3) in stage log K +3 as shown earlier. At least log K−1 more stages are required after this point to route α to its destination, thereby proving the lemma. An analgous analysis holds for case 2.
We now show that the stage log K is the earliest at which a and α can be exchanged (followed by α and b later as 13 described above). Suppose a is destined to an output among the top K/2 of output lines in O i+1 . Let all the inputs in Y b , except one, be destined to the remaininder of these K/2 output lines. Label this exceptional input α. α is destined to the bottom half of the the output lines in O i+1 . b is also destined to the bottom half of output lines in O i (note that this is the necessary condition for case 1 to occur), and therefore if α and b are exchanged they can reach their destinations in log K −1 stages. If any other input line from Y b is exchanged with a, then that input and b cannot be routed to their output lines in log K−1 stages which will increase the total number of stages in the optimal network to 2 log K +3, a contradiction. Now α and a must both arrive at position j in their respective bands to be exchanged. By the property of binary tree based MINs it takes exactly log K −1 stages to achieve this.
Theorem 3:
The K-Benes is an optimal rearrangeable network for K-bounded permutations.
Proof: The result follows from lemmas 1-lemma 7.
V. THE KR-BENES: A CONTROL-OPTIMAL REARRANGEABLE NETWORK
We now describe how the K-Benes can be used as a building block to construct the rearrangeable KR-Benes network that is control-optimal for all input permutations. The KR-Benes is divided into regular Benes stages and Band-Exchange network stages.
Consider the N × N Benes network with 2 log N − 1 stages numbered from left to right from 1 onwards. The KR-Benes is constructed using the following steps:
1) Insert Band-Exchange networks BE(N, 2 i ) consisting of even and odd band-exchange columns immediately at the outputs of each stage i, 1 ≤ i ≤ log N−2 of the Benes (after renumbering them as per the isomorphism with the inverse Butterfly illustrated in Figure 5 ).
2) We insert two kinds of bypass edges in the network that will allow an input to bypass some stages in the underlying network. Proof: By observation 1 in section 3, we know that the first and last log K stages of an N × N Benes together are equivalent to a K-Benes without its middle BE(N, K) subnetwork. Therefore, the first log K stages of the KR-Benes (with the first log K−1 BE() networks bypassed) followed by the BE(N, K) network and then the last log K stages of the KR-Benes (reached via the bypass lines at the outputs of the BE(N, K) network) clearly form a K-Benes network.
Thus the subgraph property is satisfied. Further note that only one of the Band-Exchange networks will ever be used for routing any permutation. Hence an alternate implementation of the KR-Benes with 2 log N columns of switching elements can be derived by using a single odd Band-Exchange network (simulating different values of K) in the backplane to which outputs from various stages of the frontplane N ×N Benes are multiplexed. However this scheme will require the use of several multiplexors at the inputs and outputs of the Band-Exchange column.
Every K-Benes network is contained in a KR-Benes and the K-Benes control algorithm is the looping algorithm for the isomorphic Benes in its first and last log K stages. Therefore for an arbitrary input permutation, we only need to simulate K-Benes routing in the appropriate subgraph of the KR-Benes. The control-algorithm for the KR-Benes is as follows:
• Run the Benes looping algorithm for the first (and last) stage of the KR-Benes. In the process, determine the value of K.
• Use the above value of K to select bypass lines for the first log K − 1 Band-Exchange networks Note that the bypass lines can be selected in a self-routing manner after K has been determined while controlling the first stage.
Also mark those packets which are migrating inputs.
• Exchange migrating inputs in the BE(N, K) subnetwork. Since the inputs to be exchanged are marked, the BE(.) networks are self-routing.
• Select bypass lines at the output of BE(N, K) to reach the ( In an environment where all incoming permutations are equally likely, the average control complexity of the KRBenes can be computed as follows: Let P K represent the number of K-bounded permutations that are not K/2-
The the average control complexity of the KR-Benes is:
In many practical cases, the distribution of incoming K-bounded permutations to the KR-Benes is likely to be highly non-uniform and biased towards smaller K (due to locality properties), which enhances the control gain of the KRBenes. Solutions for P2P file sharing, P2P overlay networks and P2P distributed hash tables such as CAN, Viceroy, Kademlia etc. emphasize locality of access to increase throughput. Permutation networks serving routing needs for such networks are likely to receive a large number of bounded permutations. Among other examples, a permutation network serving as an optical switch [9] in a high-speed LAN environment might typically get most requests to and from addresses within the LAN with a few periodically outside the local area. Thus in these cases smaller bounded permutations are more likely as inputs, which can be routed more efficiently by the KR-Benes.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper demonstrates the power and elegance of the Benes for rearrangeably routing permutations. By making small modifications to the Benes in order to exploit the locality property of permutations (also called K-boundedness), 16 we can design a new network with 3 log N − 3 (alternately 2 log N ) stages, that is control-optimal for arbitrary permutations. Its control complexity is superior to the Benes in many cases (≈ ( For the K-Benes network, we group pairs of adjacent vertices in V1 and V2 to logically represent switching elements (SEs). Let Si denote the SE of input i. i denotes its companion input to the SE, where i = i−1 if i is odd, and i + 1 otherwise. Thus, there is an edge in Π from each switching element Si to switching elements S π(i) and S π(i) . A path in the permutation graph alternately traverses switching elements on the input and output side. Fig. 9 and a permutation graph Π. Note thate there are only two input bands I0 and I1. Compatibility Graph: We construct a compatibility graph G = (V, E) based on the permutation graph Π as follows: Each edge in Π between a migrating input in I0 or I1 to an output in O1 or O0 is represented as a vertex in V . V consists of two subsets V1 = {(a, π(a))|a ∈ I0,D} and V2 = {(b, π(b))|b ∈ I1,U }.
There are two kinds of edges between vertices in V . There exists a cross edge labeled i between vertices u1 = (a, π(a)) ∈ V1 and u2 = (b, π(b)) ∈ V2 if there is a path of odd length in Π between Sa and S π(b) or between S b and S π(a) consisting only of switching elements in Ii and Oi, i ∈ {0, 1}. Similarly, there exists a straight edge labeled i between these vertices if a and b are in the same input band and there is a path of even length in Π between Sa and S b or S π(a) and S π(b) consisting only of switching elements in Ii and Oi, i ∈ {0, 1}. Figure 10 illustrates the compatibility graph corresponding to the given permutation on 8 inputs. The cross edge between vertices (3,6) and (4,1) is labeled 0 since it arises due to a path of length one in I0. The straight edge between (0,4) and (1,5) is labeled 01 since it arises due to a path of length zero in both I0 and I1. 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 Proof: Vertices sharing a cross edge are connected by a path of odd length in Π. The looping algorithm for Π sets SEs on a path to alternate top and bottom subnetworks. Similarly, we have Property 3: If vertices (a, π(a)) and (b, π(b)) are connected by a straight edge in G, then a and b are directed to opposite subnetworks in the next stage via opposite links of their SEs.
Finally, Property 4: The number of vertex pairs in V1 and V2 connected by straight edges with same label (i.e 0 or 1) are identical. Proof: If a vertex in V1 (V2) is not connected to a vertex in V2 (V1) by a cross edge labeled 0 (1, resp.), then it must be connected to another vertex in V1 (V2) by a straight edge labeled 0 (1, resp.). Hence there must be an identical number of such pairs in V1 and V2.
B. Proof of lemma 2
Consider a P × P Benes network implementing a K-bounded permutation π. Set the switches in the first stage of the Benes using the looping algorithm which alternately routes members of each input and output pair to top and bottom subnetworks in the next stage. By the isomorphism of the Matching networks of a K-Benes with the first log K stages of the Benes, proving the lemma is equivalent to proving the stated lemma conditions for the first stage of the above Benes network.
We prove the matching lemma by induction on P . For the base case, consider P = 2K, i.e there are only two bands I0 and I1. In this case, we need to show that |I Now consider any K-bounded permutation on P inputs and assume the inductive hypothesis holds for fewer than P inputs. We will need to find an exact matching between inputs in I0,D and I1,U . Assume for the moment that such a matching exists and let yi ∈ I0,D be the matching input for each xi ∈ I1,U , 1 ≤ i ≤ |I1,U |. Consider the permutation π on P − K inputs defined as follows:
for all other inputs a.
π is a K-bounded permutation and hence by the inductive hypothesis, the matching lemma is satisfied for P −K inputs. Inputs xi ∈ I1,U are thus assigned top/bottom subnetworks in a manner consistent with all other inputs. Matching inputs yi ∈ I0,D can now be assigned the same subnetworks, followed by the remaining inputs in I0, without conflict. Thus the conditions of the matching lemma are satisfied for any set of P inputs and permutation π.
To complete the proof, we need to find an exact matching between inputs in I0,D and I1,U . First construct the compatibility graph G on down migrating inputs in I0 and up migrating inputs in I1 using only edges labeled 0. Inputs in I0 represented in V1 with a cross edge to V2 have found a matching input in I1 that is directed to the same subnetwork in the next stage. The remaining vertices in V1 and V2 are connected in pairs by straight edges. We need to find an exact matching for the migrating inputs in I0 and I1 that are represented in these remaining vertices.
Consider one such pair (x1, π(x1)) and (x2, π(x2)) connected by a straight edge in V2 along with (y1, π(y1)) and (y2, π(y2)) connected by a straight edge in V1. Consider the path of the form Sx 1 , S π(x 1 ) , . . . in permutation graph Π. There are two possible cases:
• Case I: The path is of odd length and terminates in S π(y 1 ) (or S π(y 2 ) ).
• Case II: The path is of even length and terminates in Sx 2 . (including the case x2 = x1). Figure 6 illustrates these scenarios. If (I) is true, then x1 and y1 (or y2) are matching inputs and so are x2 and y2 (or y1). If (II) is true, then by symmetry the path in Π from Sy 1 , S π(y 1 ) , . . . onwards will also be of even length and terminate in Sy 2 in which case x1 and x2 can be matched interchangeably with y1 and y2.
Matches for the remaining migrating inputs in I0 and I1 can be defined similarly. 
